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The Power Slots strategy is the exact method you need to find the hottest slot machines in any

casino! Professional gamblers know that the way to win is to reduce losses and to press the casino

when you are winning. Power Slots shows you exactly how to do this with slot machines! Every slot

machine goes through cycles. During a high pay cycle, it is fairly easy to win - once you know how

to recognize this cycle and play it correctly. During a low pay cycle, the machine is almost

impossible to beat. Until the amazing breakthrough revealed in Power Slots, it was almost

impossible to know what cycle a machine was in. With this powerful information, you will know

exactly how to catch a machine in its high pay cycle and start cashing in. By limiting your play to a

machine's high pay cycles, you can defeat the machine's programmed loss rate. You will be playing

only during the machine's high payoff cycles! Everything you need to know to beat the slots is here.

Once you have this information, you can use it profitably wherever slots are found! When you finish

reading Power Slots, you will be the strongest slot player you can be!
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This book has it all if you really want to win at slot machines. Martin Silverthorne reveals exactly

how to find the highest paying slot machines in any casino. Then he gives you a number of tested

slot systems you can use to play these machines. This combination is just unbeatable!But that's not

all. You will learn the professional's way of managing your slot machine bankroll. You can put this

information to work to minimize your losses and lock up winnings. And best of all, you will learn how

to walk away from a machine a solid winner. I have used these money management strategies with

great results.I have been using this rock solid system for over six months. I have played in Las

Vegas and in Mississippi, as well as in Iowa (I travel a lot). So far, I am winning five out of six



sessions. I hit one jackpot for over $5,000 on a machine I would not have played without the insider

information I got from Power Slots. If you want to read funny stories, buy a different book. However,

if you want to become a consistent slot machine winner, this book will give you the proven strategies

you need to be a slots winner.

This is a "must have" book for anyone who really wants to win at slots.Most books about slot

machines just concentrate on giving a general description of the machines, with little information on

how to really develop a winning strategy. This author goes much further. He actually presents a

winning playing strategy for slot machines.I found this book to be very specific on how to win at

slots. The author described the best slot machines to play and presented a simple way to "test" a

slot machine. He then describes several systematic methods of play that put any player on top of

his game. For example, the book shows how to use slot sessions to limit risk , how to lock up

winnings as you go and exactly when to use different slot betting strategies.This book has become

my "bible" for playing slots. I use its methods to play slots every time I gamble and they have

worked well for me. I never believed that it was possible to win consistently at slot machines before

reading the book.If you want to read interesting slot stories, you should buy a different book. If you

really want to have an excellent chance of consistently winning at slot machines then this is the

book for you.P.S. My winnings are well into the positive category using the systems presented in

Power Slots. I believe they will keep on growing.

In my opinion no one should ever buy anything from Silverthorne. They dont honor any refunds and

getting them to respond in any way is either incredibly difficult or impossible. Any of the 5 star

ratings undoubtably were written by the Silverthorn people themselves or friends of theirs.

I've read this and another book by Martin J. Silverthorne called "The Advantage Craps Stategy."

Silverthorne promises a money-back guarantee if the strategies don't work. I tried them to the letter

and they don't work. I asked for a refund and was totally ignored. Buyer beware!
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